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How can we spend less on smart contract fees?

1) Get an understanding about blockchain and smart contracts
2) Perform a statistical analysis on opcodes
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Smart contracts are programs deployed on the blockchain and 
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Ethereum introduced turing-complete contracts

Blockchain and Ethereum
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We used Etherscan.io to retrieve all the contracts surces
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On Etherscan is possible to verify contracts compiled with SolC 
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Opcode count on verified contracts
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Opcode count per month and contract count per month
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Analysis

Opcode occurrences on Solidity v0.4.19 source code



Analysis

Opcode count and contract deployment on different versions of 
Solidity
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Verified contracts per date and line chart of Ether value over time
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Analysis

JUMP, JUMPI and JUMPDEST opcodes occurrences percentage



Analysis
Comparison of SWAP and  DUP occurrences



By analysing the verified Ethereum smart contracts the last two 
years, we monitored opcodes usage. 

We plan to:
● Investigate the correlation between opcodes usage and the 

corresponding Solidity code to identify relevant patterns.

● Extend our study to non-verified contracts.

Conclusions and future works



We plan to study and analyse the gas consumption of the 
contracts in order to 

● support formal analyses on smart contracts

● define DSLs for specific application domains

Conclusions and future works



Thanks for 
Your attention


